
Green School 5 days in the Ojców National Park with
sightseeing of Krakow and the Wieliczka Salt Mine

School Trip: Ojców - Krakow - Wieliczka - Zakopane
Prepared for a group of 45 children + 4 adults / teachers
Dates: 5 days to be agreed in 2019

PROGRAM

Day I
Arrival in Ojców in the afternoon - accommodation
dinner,
Wheel. 14:00 - ecological classes "Rally of the Fathers of the Trophy" -
a march for orienteering in the field (including determining the azimuth,
drawing the map, recognizing plants and trees)
circle 18.30 - bonfire with sausages (instead of supper),

Day II
8.30 am - breakfast, packed lunch
after it, a walking trail along the black trail to the Krakow Gate, the
passage through the Wąwoz Wąwoz Ciasne Skałki to the Krakowska
Gate and the Spring of Love
driveway to the Boronia Mill - sightseeing (among others we will see a
working mill wheel, a sawmill, a flour product),
driveway to the Castle in Pieskowa Skala - visiting the Castle from the
outside,
near 18:00 - half board
after it a dance party - discotheque - group's own tiles

Day III
8.30 am - breakfast, packed lunch
Transfer to Krakow - Wawel from the outside, cloth hall, listening to the
bugle call (in addition, we suggest visiting an interactive museum -
Market Underground - at extra cost)
Free time for souvenir photos, purchase of souvenirs
Next transfer to the Garden of Experiences - sightseeing along with
educational activities to choose from (lik to offer)
Return to the resort
dinner
after it a dance party - discotheque - group's own tiles

Day IV
Breakfast
8.00 am - breakfast, take a packed lunch, and go on a trip to Wieliczka,
visit the Tourist Route,
Transfer to Zakopane
arrival to the Center
accommodation
board
after it, we suggest an outdoor bonfire with sausages.

Green Schools in Ojcowi National Park with Ecological Education for
children
The surroundings of the Ojców National Park are a wonderful "Green Class" for all kinds of outdoor
activities for children and youth.
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Day V
Breakfast, check out, packed lunch
Walking tour with a guide to Morskie Oko
A walk around Krupówki, the purchase of souvenirs
Return to Warsaw

Cost per person: PLN 690.00 per person - with a minimum of 45 paying
participants + 4 adults / teachers (free of charge). The price offer for
2019.

Sample topics of classes:
1. Getting to know trees: children learn to recognize tree species on the
basis of leaves, crown construction, bark.
2. Explorers' expedition: through simple games and games children are
sensitized to the surrounding nature: sounds, colors,
3. Landscape: children assessing the landscape in a special sheet learn
about the transformation of a place by a man and at the same time
discover the natural elements of the environment
4. "Ojców Trophy": children during the orientation march learn to
determine the direction of the compass march, wandering through the
most beautiful and wildest areas of the Ojcowski National Park, where
they have various tasks to perform at the designated points.
5. Searching for Spring: children discover elements of the awakening
nature, which are plants and animals. They discover the sounds, smells
and colors of the waking nature.

Accommodation:
Guesthouse - accommodation and meals in the Pension (room with
bathrooms),

Board:
in accordance with the program of the event (ZPR)

Transport:
Transport by organizer's bus on the spot in Krakow and program
implementation time.

The price does not include:
- additional sightseeing proposals on day V,
- services not included in the offer

Price includes:
- accommodation and meals in the Pension (room with bathrooms),
- National, or in the absence of vacancies in another facility in the area,
- a guide in Polish after the Ojców National Park for the duration of the
green school as a lektor of environmental classes, or an additional
lecturer of environmental classes,
- a guide in Polish after Krakow,
- a guide in Polish after Wieliczka,
- a guide in Polish after Zakopane,
- "Rally of the Fathers Trophy" classes in Polish
- Materials for classes,
- admission to tourist facilities (Łokietek Cave, Tourist Route in
Wieliczka, Garden of Experiences - classes in the garden, Boroniówka
Mill, entry to Morskie Oko),
- bonfires and discos,
- accident insurance.
- transport and parking fees to and from Warsaw and for the duration
of trips
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Price list for 2019

5 days 689 PLN

 Additional information:  Included in the price:

 Warning
Organizator

Biuro Podróży
ECOTRAVEL

tel./fax. 0-12 681 36 92
rezerwacja@ecotravel.p
www.ecotravel.pl

the above offers are already checked by other groups of proposals
for Green School programs;

 prices are calculated according to the number of participants,
therefore each group has an individual calculation - it can also
result from changing the price of admission tickets to visited
facilities or with own group transport;

 the program can be modified.

If you are interested in one of the above green schools or you want
to receive a proposal for a new program according to your own
instructions ... Write to us by email info@ojcow.pl or after call +48
12 6813692

We also organize trips and green schools on the Krakow-
Częstochowa Upland and other regions of Poland!
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